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We’re proud to have contributed to the creativity of so many artists who have used our products for so 

many years, and who have entrusted their priceless works to PIGMA archival ink technology.  To view 

more fine examples please visit our websites.
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Brush

Pigma 
products
come in 

85+
options.

Archival
quality

ink stands
the test 
of time.

Research &
Development 

helped to 
create the 

perfect ink.

For full Pigma line, point-size and color availability,
visit:   sakuraofamerica.com

Sakura
scientists
invented

water-based
pigment 

ink. PIGMA Calligrapher 
pens are a unique, 
durable lettering art tool 
that produces crisp 
edges and sharp 
hairlines.

To see the full Pigma 
product line visit: 
sakuraofamerica.com

PIGMA Brush & PIGMA Professional 
Brush pens have soft, brush tips for variable 
line widths that can be used for illustration, 
calligraphy, freehand graphics, decorative 
fabric art, and hand written awards.

PIGMA Graphic pens 
have specialized, bullet 
and chiseled nibs for bold 
drawing applications such 
as graphic design, manga 
and cartoon illustration, 
scrapbooking, mapping or 
sketching.

     ink, invented by Sakura 
over 30 years ago, continues to be the 
most reliable permanent ink on the 
market today. Pigma easily outlasts and 
out-performs competitors which have 
tried to duplicate this ink technology. 
Having such a long history with this 
specialized ink, Sakura has been able to 
constantly improve on their formula 

resulting in the smoothest flow, the most 
pleasant colors, stable pigments, and 
practical writing instruments. Pigma has 
become the standard for what is defined 
as permanent ink, relied upon by those 
whose jobs depend on records that stand 
the test of time. The properties of PIGMA 
ink create magic on paper for millions of 
users. 
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